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Abstract
With the advent of the Internet, individuals have access to an ever-increasing array of external

information sources, and as such, advertising information has undergone a significant transforma-
tion. In this study, we present a highly accurate, high-throughput, and high-yield ad recommen-
dation system that is capable of precisely targeting users for personalized ad recommendations.
Our approach involves enhancing the user interest preference model, introducing ad keywords as
labels into the similarity calculation of Query pages, and employing a weighted integrated simi-
larity measure of Query pages to mitigate sparsity within the similarity matrix. Furthermore, we
optimize the system process of ad promotion and devise an ad recommendation strategy based on
multiple parallel recall and uniform sorting distribution. Our model training results indicate that
the proposed algorithm elevates Precision, Recall, and F1 by 27%, 25%, and 28%, respectively,
compared to the traditional model. Additionally, our system test results demonstrate enhanced
scalability, with approximately four times higher concurrent performance, as well as improvements
in high expansion, low latency, and strong stability. Such results hold particular significance in
guiding the design of actual ad recommendation system projects.

Keywords: collaborative filtering algorithm; advertising promotion; user preference; multiplex
parallelism.

1 Introduction
During the era preceding the widespread adoption of the Internet, advertisements were primarily

disseminated through traditional news media channels, such as television, roadside billboards, news-
papers, and radio. These conventional advertising display methods necessitated significant human
resources for promotion, came with high investment costs and slow returns, and were challenging to
manage effectively [1]. However, with the development of mobile technology, Internet advertisements
have become increasingly prevalent across major applications. In comparison to traditional commu-
nication media, online advertising boasts a vast coverage area, strong targeting capabilities, and an
extensive audience base. The Internet serves as a novel and efficient means of connecting consumers
with enterprises, rendering online advertising both flexible and interactive [2]. By leveraging the In-
ternet, enterprises can instantaneously collect consumer feedback data, such as search query records,
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ad click records, and problem feedback, among other types of information. The amassed data can
be quantitatively analyzed on a collected data platform, enabling the identification of issues and the
proposal of improvement plans. Such plans may include refinement of placement targets, alteration
of placement methods, and adjustment of budget allocation strategies.

For advertisers, failure to identify the appropriate audience group for ad placement can result in
information waste and increased costs. Improper recommendations can even result in users developing
negative opinions about the website, thereby seriously impacting advertising and website operation
effects [3, 4]. Users, in the age of information overload, can easily waste time when they receive
excessive amounts of irrelevant information. Thus, there exists practical demand for accurate ad
recommendation both for ad deliverers and users. The recommendation system based on user profile
information is a feasible practice that can be used to achieve accurate ad push and address market
demand [5]. Early research on implicit factor models of ad promotion algorithms focused on users’
explicit feedback. This refers to users expressing their personalized preferences by rating ads, such
as Douban movie ratings, Taobao product ratings, and so on. Given explicit user feedback, the
recommendation problem is generally formalized as a rating prediction problem. That is, the user and
ad embedding vectors in the model are iteratively optimized by minimizing the difference between
predicted and true ratings. However, in practical Internet application scenarios, obtaining explicit
user rating feedback is often difficult. Therefore, more and more research works are focusing on how
to mine and use implicit feedback information from users’ browsing of products, clicking on links, and
other user history behaviors to model their personalized preferences [6, 7].

The cold-start issue within ad recommendation primarily arises due to new users or ads, where
the former has not visited any ads, and the latter have not been viewed by any users. This predica-
ment poses a significant challenge in the recommendation system. For ads’ cold start issue, content
attributes such as the ad topic, topic category, and keywords are predominantly explored. For in-
stance, ads can be converted into keyword vectors, and by evaluating the vectors’ similarity, ads can
be clustered and suggested to users interested in similar ads. Additionally, deep learning techniques
are employed to circumvent the neural network’s reliance on comparable information by incorporating
interaction or rating information of some advertisements to make it robust towards new items. In
addressing the system’s cold start issue, expert labeling is introduced via expert knowledge [8]. Given
the numerous user interest possibilities, it is vital to provide users with representative, diversified,
and distinct ads to ensure high coverage, which can expedite the collection of user feedback and con-
struct user portraits. Randomly recommending ads with different topics or contents to users and
subsequently evaluating their feedback can aid in achieving this goal. The foundation of information
flow recommendation hinges on traffic, and the system’s rapid traffic growth poses the problem of
system throughput. Reduced system throughput can diminish the number of ads placed, which, in
turn, can affect advertising revenue. With an increasing number of users, the disparity in experience
between users can be substantial. Presently, many internet companies’ information flow recommen-
dation systems are deficient in accuracy and do not cater to personalized recommendations for users
[9]. In this study, through the design of a personalized advertising recommendation system, adver-
tisements changed from the original large-scale advertising to personalized recommendation, which
mainly weakened users’ objectionable attitude towards advertisements and increased advertisers’ eco-
nomic benefits so that advertising was more targeted. Therefore, this paper’s main contributions are
as follows: (1) Enhanced the user interest preference model by incorporating advertising keywords
as labels in the similarity computation of query pages, which reduced the sparsity of the similarity
matrix by employing a Query page weighted integrated similarity measure. (2) Leveraging a multi-
parallel recall algorithm, this approach primarily employs multi-threading technology to fully utilize
the server’s multi-core performance in parallel selection and recommendation of more material pairs
under limited time consumption.

2 Related works
Clustering algorithms bear a resemblance to user-based or item-based collaborative filtering since

clustering of users or items is executed based on the distance metric values [10]. In user-based cluster-
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ing, users can be segregated into various target groups based on metric values, and items with higher
scores in the same target group can be recommended to the target user, while item-based clustering is
akin to item-based collaborative filtering [11]. Currently, collaborative filtering using logistic regres-
sion is another advertising recommendation algorithm with a broad audience. The core concept of this
algorithm is to transform the recommendation problem into a dichotomous problem, and classification
recommendation algorithms such as logistic regression and plain Bayes deliver superior performance
in terms of interpretation. Consequently, their usage is more feasible, and their final outcome sorts
the data based on probability values by employing feature engineering, thereby achieving tuning ef-
fects [12]. The regression algorithm aligns broadly with the classification algorithm and can efficiently
handle continuous rating data to predict ratings for users and items alike.

With the advent of machine learning and deep learning, the use of model-based advertising rec-
ommendation algorithms has become more prevalent. In today’s industrial environment, there are a
plethora of recommendation models available, including traditional machine learning models [13] such
as LR, FM, FFM, GBDT+LR, and more advanced deep learning models [14] such as DNN, DSSM
and its variants like Wide and Deep, Deep FM, DIN, etc. Among these models, logistic regression,
an important recommendation base model, has progressed significantly with deep learning. It can be
transformed into a CTR (Click Through Rate) problem in recommendation systems, where it is used
to predict the probability of a user clicking on an item. This transforms the recommendation problem
into a classification problem, which is ultimately predicted by the model to get a continuous value
that ranges between 0 and 1. The continuous value is sorted according to the likelihood represented
by it, or a threshold value is set to determine whether to click or not [15]. Liu et al. [16] proposed
a combined model of GBDT+LR based on logistic regression, which is also widely used in industrial
settings. The model’s core idea is to automatically filter features and combinations, eventually gener-
ating a discrete feature vector. This vector is then fed into the LR model for CTR prediction. In the
early advertising recommendation system, the recommendation technology is too simple, which mainly
realizes the collaborative filtering technology of recommendation by comparing the user similarity. At
the same time, there are some problems in the application of these technologies, such as cold startup,
sparse user feedback matrix and high dimension. Therefore, it is not enough to meet the differences
between users’ needs and preferences.

Multi-Armed Bandit (MAB) is a practical and widely used algorithm in reinforcement learning
that seeks to maximize the cumulative reward for the whole process by finding the arm with the
largest reward expectation [17, 18]. The exploration-exploitation (E&E) problem is central to MAB
algorithms, where exploration involves discovering new and unknown information to improve the
recommendation model, and exploitation entails using known commodity information to select an
optimal choice under current conditions [19]. Contextual-Bandit is a variant of MAB that considers the
user’s product characteristics and consists mainly of the LinUCB algorithm and its improved versions.
Among these, LinUCB is the most popular algorithm in current dynamic news recommendation.
Compared to the UCB algorithm, LinUCB accounts for the user’s characteristics and incorporates
them into the mean estimation and variance calculation [20]. The LinUCB algorithm assumes a
generalized linear relationship between the user’s feedback score and their characteristics [22? ].
However, this generalized linear model may not fit all models, and thus, the relationship between user
features and predicted feedback has become a direction of improvement for the LinUCB algorithm.
Ciucanu et al. [23] used the concept of implicit features to represent additional information about
users using unobserved implicit information. They combined this information with LinUCB’s original
linear feature processing to improve user feedback rate. Erginbas et al. [24] used an association matrix
to represent user similarity information between users and constructed a linear relationship between
users and feedback based on user similarity to further improve the prediction accuracy.

In the prediction process of neural network method, the parameter scale and characteristic dimen-
sion of the model will be very large, and the training time will increase sharply. Therefore, we can try
to deal with this phenomenon by solving the problem of parameter miscellaneous.

Using attention mechanism to predict CTR can achieve good results compared with the traditional
divine Scripture network method. However, at present, there are few researches on the application
of attention mechanism to CTR prediction, which can be carried out in this field and try to apply
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attention mechanism to recommendation systems in various fields to improve recommendation quality.
It should also be noted that in the deep learning method, data noise will affect the model’s acquisition
of feature information, and the parameter learning process is subject to various restrictions. When
the training data is interfered by uncertainty, the CTR prediction effect will be greatly affected, that
is, the robustness is poor. Therefore, CTR prediction in noisy environment still needs further study.

3 Advertising promotion system based on user personalized recom-
mendation

3.1 Overall design

The business request process for the ad recommendation system based on personalized user data
can be roughly outlined as follows: initially, the user’s request activates the online ad traffic gateway,
which then accepts and parses the request, while simultaneously acquiring the user’s corresponding
profile and the experimental information associated with the traffic. Utilizing this data, the recom-
mendation system performs multiple parallel operations including recall, sorting, rule filtering, among
others, to ultimately return the most relevant ad content to the user. The recall process is essential
to ensure that high-quality content participates in the sorting and bidding process. As users interact
with the recommended ads, their feedback is collected in the log system, which serves as a fundamental
source of data to assess the system’s accuracy.

The recommendation system implemented in this design is founded on parallel multiplex recall
and uniform sorting distribution. Specifically, multiplexed parallel recall incorporates content recall,
collaborative recall, model recall, and tag recall, concurrently executed to widen the range of eligible
content for the campaign. Coarse ranking employs models to identify and eliminate poor quality
candidates based on ad candidate recall. Fine ranking, on the other hand, seeks to select the most
captivating and engaging ad content with the highest probability of interaction with users. The rules
applied in the system encompass those related to the advertising business, anti-fraud measures, anti-
cheating protocols for traffic, among others. Advertisers, also referred to as ad producers, submit their
ad content to the platform for review and approval, after which it enters the candidate database. This
database is responsible for storing, calculating, and analyzing the ad material entered by ad producers,
aiding in recall by the ad engine. The recommendation effect is ultimately improved through the
application of the effect evaluation system, log collection system, and model service system. The
present paper introduces an ad recommendation system based on personalized user data, with Figure
1 below demonstrating the specific request link and the interaction flow between the various systems.

3.2 User Interest Preference Model

User-based collaborative filtering recommendation is mainly to study the relationship between
users [25], using the nearest neighbor technique, by analyzing the interest preference information of
target users to recommend items that match their interest preferences, the specific process is shown
in Figure 2.

The CTR is a reflection of a user’s input request preference (i.e., the output Query page) for
the search engine’s selection of displayed ads. The ad keyword factor, which not only impacts ad
display, but also plays a vital role in relevance calculations affecting the number of clicks, must be
taken into account [26, 27, 28, 29]. To achieve this, we propose augmenting the two-dimensional
interest preference model of Query pages and advertisements with the ad keyword factor, creating
a comprehensive three-dimensional interest preference model that accurately describes Query page
preference levels. The Q-K-A interest model based on ad keywords must consider three factors: the
information of ad keywords matching the Query page, the information of ads shown by the Query
page, and the relationship between the ad keywords matching the Query page and the chosen ads
displayed. To facilitate this, we introduce the following definition.

Assuming IS ≡ (Q,K,A,C) is an information system, where. Q ≡ {q1, q2, ..., qm} is the set of Query
pages. m is the total number of Query pages. K ≡ {k1, k2, ..., kn} is the set of ad keywords. n is
the total number of ad keywords. A ≡ {a1, a2, ..., ar} is the set of ads. r is the total number of ads.
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Figure 1: Advertising promotion system architecture

C ≡ {c(q,a)∥q ∈ Q, a ∈ A}, c(q,a) denotes the number of elements in Q element in q on which the A
elements in a generated by the click-through rate.

Let T = t1, t2, ..., ts be the set of ad tags, where s is the total number of ad tags. For any
t_i ∈ T.k_j ∈ K(1is, 1jr) , there is ti = kj , when and only when i=k .

Given an information system IS=(Q,K,A,C), the non-empty finite set represents the set of all
advertising clicks, for x ∈ D , with x = <click, impression.a, q, k>. for any ai ∈ A . qj ∈ Q(1 ≤ i ≤
r, 1 ≤ j ≤ m), x ∈ D, ifx.a = ai , Then q = qj . displays the click rate c(qj , ai) generated by ai on
qj .c(qj , ai) is defined as follows:

cqj ,ai =
∑

x∈D x.click∑
x∈D x.impression

(1)

Where ∑
x∈D x.click represents that the qj display ai and the total number of clicks generated.∑

x∈D x.impression indicates the total number of clicks generated on qj show on ai shows the total
number of impressions generated. Equation 1 shows that. c(qj , ai) is determined by the number of
clicks and impressions it corresponds to.

The key aspect of the user-based collaborative filtering algorithm is to find users with similar
preferences to the target users. In this paper, we use a modified cosine similarity measure, which not
only keeps the correlation degree similar in value, but also makes all the rating curves smooth. Let
Ixy be the combination of user and co-rated item vectors. Ix and Iy denote the vector of rated items
of user and user respectively, then the similarity between user and user can be expressed as follows.

sim(Rx,i, Ry,i) =
∑

i∈Ixy
(Rx,i −Rx) · (Ry,i −Ry)√∑

i∈Ix
(Rx,i −Rx)2

√
(Ry,i −Ry)2

(2)

In the ad tag-based search ad recommendation system, the similarity of Query pages mainly
depends on three factors: the co-hit similarity between Query pages, the co-label similarity and the
co-contained relationship similarity.

To represent user rating differences in Query pages accurately, this paper utilizes the modified
cosine similarity measure to calculate the three aforementioned factors, namely, the proportion of ad
keywords matching between two Query pages and the proportion of ad keywords matching between
pages and ad-related relationships. Additionally, a comprehensive weighting method is used to calcu-
late the similarity between Query pages in the recommendation algorithm to reduce sparsity in the
similarity matrix calculation. Furthermore, the Top-N strategy is employed to decrease the size of the
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Figure 2: Ad recommendation process based on user behavior preference

Query pages. Specifically, the size of the nearest neighbor candidate set, K, is also reduced using the
Top-N strategy.

3.3 Multiplex Recall

he ad recall process is responsible for selecting ad candidates with the objective of recalling as many
relevant materials as possible while consuming limited time. Its aim is to choose the top-level ads
from a pool of hundreds of thousands of ads to present to the user, and then, after the final business
strategy filtering, return 1-3 ads with the strongest relevance. Ad recall content can be user-based or
ad-based. User-based recall includes hashtag-based recall, user social network-based recall, and target
group pack-based recall.

Traditional recommendation systems typically use multiple serial recalls and prioritize the recall
link strategy, which can result in long recall times, large computational effort, and few candidate
materials recalled by the system. To address these issues, this system is designed based on a multiple
parallel recall algorithm that utilizes multi-threading technology, making full use of server multi-core
performance to obtain more pairs of materials for selection and recommendation in parallel with limited
time consumption. The unified sorting and distribution incorporates the mandatory intervention of
product traffic policy, which enables the system to disable the distribution of ad content placed by
a certain advertiser in real time and suppress certain ads during the sorting and distribution. The
detailed pseudo-code of the algorithm is provided below. User traffic characteristics contain user
profiles, basic data, traffic base devices, time, and other information, while ad primarily consists of
unique ad identifiers.

The algorithm then performs ad candidate recall using multiple parallel recall modules, such as
content recall, collaborative recall, model recall, and tag recall, in order to obtain a large number of
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Algorithm 1 Parallel Recall
Input: UQ:User traffic characteristics
Output: AD:The set of ads for this user
1: Parse user traffic characteristics UQ Obtain user unique identifiers UID and ad space characteristics

AP
2: Initialize variables AD ← ∅
3: Completing the user profile according to the unique user identification UID UP
4: Generate new features for users UF ← AP ∪ UP
5: Get the number of recall modules N and timeout settings T
6: for i, N do
7: Pass UF in parallel with concurrent threads to get ad candidates, and the acquired candidates

will be passed to AD
8: end for
9: for T No timeout do

10: Waiting
11: end for
12: for all A ∈ AD do
13: if A need to filter then
14: AD ← AD - A
15: end if
16: end for
17: if AD ̸= ∅ then
18: return AD
19: end if

candidate ads within the given time limit. These recall modules are designed to operate in parallel,
utilizing multi-threading technology to maximize the utilization of server multi-core performance, and
generate more candidate ads for recommendation. The algorithm then uses coarse ranking to eliminate
poor quality candidates and selects high-quality ads based on the ad candidate recall results. Finally,
fine ranking is applied to select the most interesting and likely-to-interact ads for the user, based on the
user’s personalized data and preferences. The algorithm also incorporates various business rules, such
as anti-fraud and anti-cheating rules, during the sorting and distribution process to ensure ad content
quality and user satisfaction. In summary, the algorithm 1 is a comprehensive ad recommendation
system that utilizes parallel multiplex recall, uniform sorting distribution, and various user traffic
characteristics to effectively select and recommend relevant and high-quality ads to users. The system
also considers business rules and user feedback to continuously improve the recommendation effect.

4 Experiment and analysis

4.1 Experimental setup

The training set comprised of 79,637 positive samples and 21,925,769 negative samples, yielding a
positive to negative ratio of 1:275. The positive samples denote users who clicked on an advertisement,
while the negative samples indicate those who did not. The sample set consisted of 84,327 positive
samples and 22,467,358 negative samples, resulting in a positive to negative ratio of 1:266. Another
sample set, unlabelled, was solely utilized for actual prediction detection, comprising of 20,525,716
data pieces. The samples underwent processing through merging and de-weighting with A, whereby
all positive samples were selected, and negative samples were sampled at a 1:10 ratio. Subsequently,
the results were mixed, shuffled, and divided into nine equal parts. Of these, 8/9 constituted the new
training set (about 1.6 million), while 1/9 constituted the new validation set (about 200,000).

For the analysis, we set the number of interest mining to 50 and the number of iterations to
200, while the hyperparameters α and β were set to 0.5 and 0.01, respectively. By examining the
identity document (ID) of the keywords corresponding to different interests, we can deduce that each
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keyword holds varying probabilities in different interests. By calculating the corresponding conditional
probabilities of keywords k545 and k670, for instance, we can determine their interest preferences and
generate recommendation lists based on these preferences.

4.2 Analysis of results

In this paper, the proposed algorithm is compared with User-based-CF, Tag-based-CF and Tag-
item-based-CF in terms of Precision, Recall and F1, and the experimental results are shown in Figure
3.

Figure 3: Top10 recommendations for different models

Upon comparison, it was discovered that the collaborative filtering ad recommendation algorithm
proposed in this paper, which incorporates labels, exhibited a 27% improvement in accuracy, a 25%
improvement in recall, and a 28% increase in F-measure as compared to the traditional collaborative
filtering algorithm. This improvement can be attributed to the consideration of CTR, ad keywords,
and the relationship between ad keywords and ads when calculating the similarity between Query
pages, allowing for the integrated similarity calculation method to effectively capture the preference
information of Query pages for ads, the relevance of ad keywords to Query pages and ads, and the
characteristics of the ads themselves, thereby providing a more comprehensive description.

Moreover, the model training results of LightGBM, XGBoost, and Wide&Deep were compared, as
illustrated in Figure 4.

The experimental results indicate that LightGBM has slightly lower F1 and Recall scores com-
pared to XGBoost. This is because LightGBM uses the histogram algorithm, which provides faster
computing speed and lower memory usage at the expense of sacrificing some accuracy. In contrast,
XGBoost incorporates a regularization term in the objective function to prevent overfitting and uses
both first and second-order derivatives, resulting in more accurate and customizable losses. Mean-
while, the Wide&Deep model combines the memory capabilities of its generalized linear model with
the generalization capabilities of its deep feedforward neural network model. It utilizes the generalized
linear model to learn feature relevance from the underlying data of ad users and the deep feedforward
neural network to uncover the interaction between ad interactions among implicit features of users,
resulting in a high accuracy rate of recommendations. In this experiment, our model constructs the
interest model of Query pages by analyzing ad keywords, ads, and their relationship, and calculates
the integrated overall similarity. This approach correctly expresses the interest model of Query pages
in the search ad recommendation system relative to the method that uses CTR as preference infor-
mation and ad keywords as implicit preference information, ensuring the accuracy of calculating the
neighborhood and improving the accuracy of the recommendation system.

Additionally, attention is paid to the overfitting of the two algorithms on the validation set as the
number of rounds increases. We observed the change in AUC values on the validation set, and the
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Figure 4: Comparison of model training results

results are displayed in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Training process of personalized model

As depicted in Figure 5, the Area Under the Curve (AUC) values of both algorithms exhibit
an increasing trend on the training set as the models undergo continuous training. However, on the
validation set, our proposed model exhibits superior predictive power at the 13th iteration, followed by
a rapid decline in AUC values, which then asymptotes after 30 iterations. Similar behavior is observed
in the benchmark algorithm, wherein the AUC values gradually diminish as the number of training
iterations increases. Nonetheless, the decline rate in the benchmark algorithm is much lower than
that of our model, which underscores the efficacy of incorporating feature vectors that encapsulate
interaction information into the neural network layers, as opposed to relying on the original features.
This feature engineering technique alleviates the overfitting problem by simplifying the mining of
interaction information and lowering the training complexity.

To assess the scalability performance of our proposed algorithm, we randomly select and execute
20%, 40%, 60%, and 80% of the data set size and compare their execution times against the overall
data set. The experimental outcomes are illustrated in Figure 6.

As evident from Figure 6, the algorithm’s execution time exhibits a slow and gradual increment,
followed by a sharp increase, and then a gradual and smooth increase with the escalation of data size.
The growth of execution time of the collaborative filtering and recommendation algorithm equipped
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Figure 6: Scalability test results of Multiple recall System

Table 1: concurrency tests of Multiple recall System
QPS/s RT/ms CPU/ %

Parallel recall 2100 5.3 62.0
Serial recall 520 23.4 24.6

with labels remains within an acceptable range as the data size increases, thus indicating its com-
mendable scalability.

Drawing on the above experimental data, we perform a statistical analysis of the system’s perfor-
mance by comparing the parallel recall sorted distribution-based approach with the conventional serial
sorted distribution-based system, based on Query Rate Per Second (QPS), Response Time (RT), and
CPU usage. The evaluation results of the experimental data are presented in Table 1.

The experimental results indicate that the user-based personalized data advertisement recommen-
dation system proposed in this thesis can achieve a Query Rate Per Second (QPS) of 2000 on a single
8-core 16g server by leveraging multiple parallel recall and unified sorting and distribution, which is
significantly higher than the serial recall on the same machine. This parallel recall approach offers
a promising solution to enhance the system’s throughput and efficiency, compared to the traditional
serial recall. Moreover, the recall content module can be updated seamlessly by simply adjusting the
configuration and adding concurrent threads to invoke the new recall module, thereby enabling effi-
cient module scalability and promoting high service availability. This finding can serve as a valuable
guideline for improving the scalability and reliability of the system.

5 Conclusion
The advent of the Internet has revolutionized the way businesses connect with consumers, ren-

dering online advertising more interactive and adaptable. However, it has also resulted in a surge of
high-dimensional data that needs to be processed. In this context, this paper proposes a user-based
personalized recommendation advertising promotion system and conducts a series of data experiments
to validate its efficacy. In potential applications, users could be randomly recommended ads with dif-
ferent themes or content, and marketers would make a judgment based on user feedback. The basis of
information flow recommendation is traffic, and the rapid growth of traffic brings about the problem
of system throughput. Our research solves this problem by embedding a multipath parallel algorithm,
which avoids the reduction of advertising revenue due to fewer advertisements, and further improves
the accuracy of recommendation to target users.This research is of practical significance for imple-
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menting digital media technology in real-world projects. Furthermore, the findings can serve as a
valuable reference for advertisers in placing ads on ad delivery platforms. Nonetheless, the algorithm
only accounts for a few factors influencing the click-through rate of ads, and factors like location and
bidding price are overlooked. Consequently, future work will focus on incorporating machine learning
algorithms to explore the characteristics of ads and extract feature information.
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